UNDERGRADUATE COURSE DESCRIPTION

Term:    Fall 2010
Instructor:    Dr. Daniel Maguire
Course #:    THEO 4490/5490
Sections:  101, 102
Course Title:  Studies in Moral Theology

Description:

Using the book ETHICS: A COMPLETE GUIDE TO MORAL CHOICE this course will first develop a method for doing ethics. This method will be applied to currently debated ethical issues in the areas of ecology, peace-making, the increasing uselessness of war (state-sponsored violence) racial and gender justice, sexuality issues, and demographic challenges. Next we will work on my book A MORAL CREED FOR ALL CHRISTIANS, which seeks to unpack the "theo-political dynamite" contained in the Bible but missed by most Christians. We will also discuss how all of this relates to the other world religions.

Required texts:

- ETHICS: A COMPLETE GUIDE TO MORAL CHOICE (Fortress Press)
- A MORAL CREED FOR ALL CHRISTIANS (Fortress Press)